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The Integra Query Manager and Report Writer allows
authorized users to create, store and execute user defined
queries and print Reports from any data within the Integra
Database.
The Query Manager allows Viewing query results, Printing
query result via the Report Writer and Exporting data to Excel
Spreadsheets and other popular file formats.

Overview
The Integra Query Manager is an ANSI SQL-92 Compliant query facility
for managing user-defined queries. With the Query Managers integrated
Treeview you can Create, Edit, Save, Organize and Execute queries in an
on-demand environment. Extensive User-Level security allows flexibility in
which queries results are available to whom.
Powerful “Data Selector” technology has been incorporated into the
Query Managers “Integra-SQL” by extending the SQL Language syntax to
support pre-query data selection forms that drive how data is extracted
for your query. These Data Selector components simplify the extraction
process and eliminate complex technical SQL Join & Where clauses
making data extraction criteria readily available with a point and click
interface.
Integra’s “Smart Mapping” technology automatically provides secure
database access for appropriate corporations and in conjunction
with Integra’s internal master file sharing scenarios, makes shared data
retrieval seamless. Integra’s proprietary Query Scripting feature allows for
virtually unlimited data retrieval and data analysis possibilities.
The Query Managers Viewer incorporates an export to file capability
for your query results and directly connects to the Query Manager
Report Writer. Alternate file export formats include: Excel Spreadsheet,
Database File and Comma Separated Value (CSV). Your data is then
useable immediately using a variety of 3rd Party tools. With the Export
to Excel option for example, each column of your query is parsed into
spreadsheet columns with appropriate column headers for use in sorting,
totaling, graphing, formulas, etc.

Features & Benefits
Integrated Data Dictionary
Query Results Viewer
Query Report Writer
Query Export Feature
Powerful Query Scripting
Save and Execute Queries
Query Organizer Treeview
User Level Security
ANSI Compliant SQL
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